Cleopatra Pendant
By Annick Puca

Schéma pendentif « Cléopâtre »

Skill level: Advanced beginner.
Some stitching with small beads helpful.

WHAT YOU NEED:
10 Khéops® par Puca® beads Color A (Tweedy Gold)
6 Khéops beads Color B (Matte Jet)
¼ g size 15/0 seed beads
3 size 11/0 seed beads (or use all 15s)
8 size 8/0 seed beads
1 size 4x6mm drop bead (black)
3 pendant slides with loops, slides opening large
enough to fit over cord or ribbon of choice
Cord or ribbon or chain of choice (to fit pendant
slide holes)
3 size 4-5mm jump rings
Fireline beading thread
Size 12Matériel
beading needle: Rocailles 15 et 11( R ),
Clasp of choice
ici
avons Jet Mat et Tweedy
Scissors
to nous
cut Fireline

Matubo 8, 2 couleurs de Khéops®,(K)
Gold, 1 Goutte 4x6 , 3 anneaux de
5mm, 3 bélières et un cordon de 5mm, et un fermoir de votre choix.

Create a geometric pendant with Khéops® par Puca® beads, regally accented with seed beads.
String
on aprêtes
cord of your
Vous
êtes
? choice and enjoy! An easy project, you will want to make more than one.

SEE ENGLISH INSTRUCTIONS ON PAGE 3
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Merci beaucoup … Je vous souhaite un agréable perlage avec les Khéops®par Puca®
STEPS
1. On a 1 yd (.9 m) piece of beading thread string one bead as a stop bead, leaving a 6” (15 cm) tail. Pick up one
Khéops A, one B, and one A.
2. Pick up one 15, and sew back (up) through all three Khéops, but not the stop bead.
3. Pick up a size 15, an 11, a 15, and Khéops A. Sew back (down) through the existing Khéops B and A.
4. Pull thread snugly to form a triangle shape with the Khéops beads.
5. Pick up one B, one A, and a 15.
6. Sew back up through the Khéops beads just picked up and through the existing Khéops A, B, and A. Sew down
through the second hole in the top corner A bead.
7. Pick up one B and one A. Sew down through two Khéops.
8. Pick up one B, one A and one 15.
9. Sew back up through five Khéops to exit out the top of the pendant shape.
10. Pick up a 15, an 11, a 15, and one A. Sew back down through two Khéops.
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11. Pick up Khéops B and A, and sew down through two Khéops. Pick up a 15.
12. Sew up through six Khéops to exit out the top of the shape.
13. Pick up Khéops B and A, and sew down through two Khéops.
14. P
 ick up a 15, and sew back up through four Khéops. Pick up a 15, an 11, a 15 and a Khéops A. Sew back down
through two Khéops.
15 and 16. Pick up a 15 and pass back up through three Khéops. Pass down through the outer hole of the last Khéops
sewn. Pick up another 15 and pass back through the corner Khéops.
17. Pick up two 8s and sew through the closest group of all three seed beads.
18. Repeat to add 8s along the top of the pendant shape.
19. Pick up a 15 and sew back up through the Khéops. Sew through two 8s, a 15 and an 11.
20. Pick up five 15. Sew a loop through the size 11, passing through it twice for security.
21. S ew through the beads to exit the next size 11. Repeat Step 20 to add two more loops of five size 15 beads,
sewing through each loop twice. Exit through the remaining size 8 beads.
22. Pick up five 15s. Sew through the closest size 15 on the side of the pendant shape.
23. Continue to add five 15s down the side to the tip of the pendant.
24. At the tip pick up three 15s, the drop, and three 15s. Continue to add groups of five 15s up the other side of the
pendant. End thread by sewing through existing beads following the thread path until the thread feels snug. Trim.
Remove the stopper bead on the tail (if you have not yet done so), end the tail thread, and trim.
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